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PREFACE 

The expe"iimental and analogue analysis as~cts of this work were' performed at the 
Meteorology Department,University pC Melbourne, '-Australia and some of the results were 
communicated to a meetfug of the Australian New -Zeaiand As.·sociation for the Advance
ment of Science in 1967. The numerical.aspects were pursued while the author was sup
ported by the Alexander:'von H~mb61dt;Fou'ndation i~ 1969 at.the-Ins·litute of Geophysics 
and Meteorology, University of K~ln, Germany, where a number Ofdiscussions with Pro~ . 
fessor G. ~ofmann and ~he computing assistan,c~ of Dr .G~: )3erz proved to be most valuable. 
Finally, the results were interpreted and some computations elaborated along lines sug
gested by Dr. :Y. Nakano during the period the author was retained as an Expert by the 
U.~. :Army Cold Regions Research and Engineeri,ng Laboratory, Hanover, New Hampshire. : 

. . '. . . 

This report was published under DA Task 4A062112A89401. 

Manuscript submitted January 1970 
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is: 

THE MEASUREMENT OF HEAT FLOW IN THE GROUND 
AND THE THEORY OF HEAT FLUX METERS 

by 

Peter Schwerdtfeger 

INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW·' 

The microineteorological heat balance equation for an impervious, opaque terrestrial surface 

R ~ G + H + LE = 0 (1) 

where the variables represent fluxes in one dimension normal to the surface: R is the net radiation, 
G the ground heat flow, H the sensible heat transfer in the air and LE the heat associated with 
evaporation (or condensation) of water. Flows of energy representing a gain for the surface (no 
matter from which direction) are shown as positive. 

Because almost invariably either daily or annual mean values are sought for the various flows 
of energy, the importance .of prec,i se. knowledge of the. soil heat flow has been. almost entirely 
elim'inated.In the absenc.e.of any horizontal component, ground heat. flow in an impervious dry 
medium is a completely ~eversible process. : Thus the annual and often the diurnal mean heat flow 
become very small comIJared to the meaIlvalues of the other terms in eq 1 which emphatically 
represent nonrevet,sible, processes., 

The result is that the precise measurement ofgrou~d heat flow has' come to be one of the micro
meteorc)logist's most 'neglected skills. There are, however, numerous examples of nonreversible 
conduction in natural bodies,pai'ticularly during the formation of ice covers on water, where almost 
all the heat of formation is conducted upward through the ice and melting occurs largely at the 
upper surface. Heat flow measurements are similarly impoitant in translucent media such as ice 
and snow, where the mean annual conduction must be directed toward the surface because of 
radiation absorption at depth. With present day interest turning to the study of transfer processes 
over much shorter periods of time, especially in stands of vegetation where extremes reached during 
the day, can be of the utmost importance, soil heat flow measurements of greatly increased accuracy 
are called for. One such study ,has been reported by Ho; Schwerdtfeger and Weller (1968). 

Passi ve heat flow transducers in one form or another are used as sensors of both conducted 
and radiated heat. In the former 'application the sensor becomes known as a heat flux (or flow) 
meter (HFM) and in the latter asa net radiometer. Various types of active sensors, which depend 
on the generation of a perturbing or in some cases compensating source of heat, also exist. The 
present study will concern only passive devices, where response -is a direct result of the tempera
ture distribution on its sensitive surfaces. 
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by a Perspex annulus of 15 cm outer diameter when 
temporarily operated as a net radiometer in vacuum 
and as an HFM in; ice.. and snow or th.ermal conquc~ 
tivity§ x)O-~ an(j 2x .10? c.al crn- 1 °C-\sec- 1 

resp.e·ctively; The method. of estapHshing th~ 
conductivity ratio'le /k' is de.scrib~d on p .. 25-29', . . .. m s '. ..... . '. 

It is instructive t6 take a given heat fibwtrarisducef;' say a thermopile With two parallel faces; 
operate it'as' ariHFM, to monitor undisturbed and known one-dimensional heat 'flows in a number of . 
media of differing thermal ~onductivity, and subsequently convert it to ariet radiometer exposed to 
known radiative ·conditioris~ Fot' most thermopile geometries, it quickly beroines evident that only 
when the sensor is used as a net radiometer can the actual heat flow through it be established 
relatively eas.ily. If t.his Sensor consists. of a thermopilesan<l~ched between p'a;rallel flat .plates 

• . : '" • " ", " ••.• . ," ,',. .:: .1 

of kno~temperatureand iblackness, the heat flow through it ~an be calcula~ed if the equilibrium .. 
flu~esotradiation incid~ntat ~he tW9 .bo4ndIng· ~urf~cesar.~· known. The edges, of co*-rse,"~mlst 
be radiatively inactive.; In.contrastto. this relatively simpl.e situation, Schwer~tfegerandWeller 
(1967Yhave obs.erved·~hat ~h~.~ensitiV,ity of id~.tical thermopil~s usedasHFM's.inice and'sn()w' 
depends on the~onducti vity of the surroundings and m.~y. be 9uitedifferentfrpinthe. s.ensit~vi~~ of 
the samesepsor op~rateq asa·,radiomet~r .(Fig .. 1). The rel~ionship betwee~ ,Hri\1's ~d t~e~r 
equiyalent net radiometers willbediscussedin .greater detai1lat~r. 

The:facttha(HFM'sof'differmgicohductivity to the:sutroundiIigs inwhichlhey 'are iristaIled· 
distort the undistutbedheat'tlow is 'well kno\vn','as theliteraturesui'veyofNickerson'~ ehbi and:' 
Marcus (~959) inQicates., Nic~erson :~Ild.:Umur (1969) f()l1o~ed .thi~:reyie\V",r~cog~i,~jng .tpe)acko~ 
quantitative disc~ss~on, with a st~dy.of.a limi~ed,nUIIlber of}wo-.. ~Il(l ~hree-d.im~I.1~,ionalc~~esby. 
m~ans oCm3.l,lual ,~git~ comI>ut::ltion..~lIle. 3:ddit,iQilal .. twq,-dim~nsi9n.al.:. work \Vas.repor~ed u~ill;g .an 
analogtle·techn~qu~. b~sed,on electrically-:conduetive p(Lp~r ~~ :pain~~.Unc.ertai~ty. wg~ rega~dto, 
the resis~ivity ()f the. painted~~a.~~inUli(L~,~~g a~. ~,~ i~dto.uns~~~factory q~a~titati.ve results~ 

Portman (1958) has discussed the results of measurements: with a liquid analogue electrical .'. ,. 

conductivity tank in obtaining data for a single three-dimensional HFM. As Philip (1961) pointed 
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out·subsequently, Portman' ssuggested 'i'unctiorial reiation ship' between HFM geometry'an'd· the 
eondtictiVity'ratioislncorrect-. '" Philip showed;· with 'some reservation~ how Port~an's d'ata'actu'ally 
supported'Philtp's theoreticaJ.ly derived relation:whichTs strictly applicable to a spheroidal HFM 
oriiy. In the presen(work, 'it: will be shown extremely simply 'that; With sOme p'recautions, an equa
tion of the'foi.'mdesIred by Philip ,'can reasonably be expecte"d to hold more generally. "'Te;sting with 
newtwo- and three-diniensiomll data supports' this'- 'although it 'Will be shown' that the nu~erical " 
values suggested'by Philip cannot' lead toreliabletesults over the range'of HFM geometries 'sug
gested. ,Care mu~t.be e~ercis~d in the US~ of, Portman's ana1.ogue data because of the us~ ofa tank 
simulating, the 11Erv.'L~~<?,~;e(perturbing) total wall thick,ness represents :13% of the same tank,~s ' 
thickne~s. ,Even though the, preseIlCe of nonconnect~d conductors aJlowed passage of the electric 

" ,Gurrentsimulati~g hea,t flow normal to, th~tank faces"the thickpess: of t,hes~ was not compensated 
for in the ext~rior,conducting liquid simulating the HFM ~urroundings., 

All previous analytical work appears to have been directed to HFM's of uniform conductivity 
, "which; ,of course, ev~n thesif!lplest of ~FM's equipped ~th ~~t3.1 cover plates anp, in,sulating side 
, :" w()}ls, is not., F~rth~rmore, the geometric and, conductive ratios for an HFM which ma~ at first sight 

appear ideal from purely thermal considerations almost certainly become less favorable wJIen the 
often unknown factors of thermal contact, not to mention the perturbation, of other processes normally 
occurring simultaneously, are considered. Of paramount importance is the disturbing effect on the 
soil diffusion of water, the presence of ~hich strongly influences the thermal conductivity and hence 
HFM sensitivity." Another' striking example concerns the ~ndesirable interc~ption of .visible r~dia-
tion by HFM's in translucent or even transparent media such' as snow and i'ce. " ,,' , ' 

There may be good reason therefore, in some applications, to use H'FM's'that perturb processes 
other than heat conduction (but which:do'-have an indirect bearing on the temperature distribution) as 
little as possible, while accepting a dis~ortion, of the he~t ,flOW in the vicini,ty Of the HFNi. pr~vided 

that this distortion is,knownaccuratelyenough, the resultant, measurement becom~s'more reliable. 
This method appears to be the best approach to heat flux measurements in snow and ice when 
radiation intensities are high, where Schwerdtfeger and Weller (1967) have used HF1~fspf low 
r'adiative but high conductive cross section. In other cases such as SOlI. where the maintenance ,of 
the undisturbed pattern of water diffusion is important, it is probable that most' of the i'deal therm~ 
characteristics can be kept for an HFM even if holes are ,drilled through to allow the relatively 
unimpeded traIisportof -water. PhiUp'(1961), as have others including :Portman (1958), has shown' 
'c~nclusively that under idea! the~malco~ditions~' a high thermal conductivity is ni6stdesirabl~ for 
the HFM from,the viewpoint th~t sensitivity is then least 'affected by changes -in conductivity., even 
if sensitivity does deqreasewith iQcreasing HFM cond,uctivity. Nevertheless, itis simple to 

"appreciate that. errors introduced by.the u'nknown degree of thenn~, contact, which ,can be vi'sualized 
as afilm of.lowconductivitybetween the surrou~dingsand the fac~s 0,£ theHFM, 'WtU .. a,ctuailydi

',minish in importance as the HFl\Ij conductivity decreases !>ecaus~ the ther~al,qonneciion is a ,s'eries 
. . , . . . ~.' \' 

one. 

'hi vi~~of the sever3.t conflictin~ properties reqilited for Ol)timum'per'forniance of HFM's this 
paper. is devoted to e?tamining' ~he therm'al'perforrhancE; of both uniform and nonuniform HFM' s fot a 

'represEmhitive rangeo! geo'metri~s' and conductivities in two arid three dimensions .. , ' " ' 
• •• '. > • -,. ~ '. • ". • • •• • • • • • -' .. ! 

There are two 'ways to describe the equilibrium thermal response. of a sensing body surrounded 
by a medium whose 'temperature distribution in the absence of the sensor' is know,n. , One is ,tqstate 
the actual change in temperature' occurring in the region of the', sensor, the, other is to cpmpare the 
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flow of heat through the sensor with that in the undisturbed medium. It is clear that this initial 
}Yoblem is already greatly simplified, especially in the laq,er case, if the undisturbed heat flow is 
.one-dimensional.Even then, it must be recognized that the presence of a three-dimensional sensor 
results in three-dimensional heat flow in the region where its perturbing. effect is observed. Heat 

, or temperature sensingiIlstrum~nts thus falL between two extremes: one is exemplified by the 
exact HFM, a two-dimensional sensor oriented normal to; the heat flow, the other is the. exact 
temperature probe, a one-dimensional sensor monitoring temperature along its length. 

Real HFM's respond to the mean temperature difference between the sensing surfaces of the 
instrument, but because of the distortion of the heat flow in 'general the tot31 flux of heat through 
the center may be greater or less than the flux through the sensingsui'fac'es. In his analysis, 

. Philip (1961) has been careful to define HFM heat flow as that across the c'enter plane,a fact that 
does not allow the immediate comparison of his theoretical resuHs with most experimental data 
available. 

If the HFM is thin enough, thisproblem may be neglected. And if T' is the mean temperature 
. '.' m . 

gradient across such an HFM of thermal conductivity k ,the mean heat flux through the instrument . . . . m. '. . . . 
is given by: " 

Bm == kmT~. 

A similar expression holds 'for the thermally undisturbed region of fhe surroundings: 

. B == k T' s s s' 

Under these conditions we define the temperature responseof an HFM byT~/T~ and the flux 
response byBm/8 s' These dimensionless ratios are connected by the followingexpl'esSi~n: 

:m = CIII)C~). 
" S ss 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Clearly, the complete equilibrium thermal description of a given HFM is accomplished if either 
B 18 or T' IT' is expressed as a function of k Ik·. Such a function will in general depend on m s m s m s 
the geometry of the HFM and the surroundings. 

It is pertinent to inquire first as to the properties we expectof a thermally exact HFM. Consider 
infinitely extending surroundings in which temperaturegnidient, heat flux and thermal. cmiductivity 
can be controlled. Recalling that an ideal HFM has Bm == 8 s for all values ofkmlks' it follows 
that the temperature response T:nIT~ of an ideal HFM must change with inverse proportionality to 
k Ik . Figure 2 shows this characteristic and also that of the complementary type of sensor, 
n~mely the exact temperature probe. The latter must have T~ = T~ for all values of kn/k s as 
shown. The alternative method of recording sen sOl' sensitivity is shown in Figure 3. In this case 
BIB is shown as.a function of k Ik . The ideal HFM characteristic of BIll == Bs for all values 

m s m s .' 
of k Ik is again evident. On the other hand, the ideal temperature probe constantly indicates 

m s I I "d" T' T' so that in this case B B = k k as shown In the lagram. 
m s' m SillS 

Dealing, as at present ; only with thermally uniform i-IFM' sthe functions connecting the 
dimensionless ratios T' IT' and B IB with k Ik all have a common point of intersection at 

III s m S m S 

k Ik = 1, a faet that merely indicates that at this point the ,HFM (or temperature probe) is 
tl~~rm~IlY indistingllishable from the surroundings. The logarithmic axes display the true symmetry 
of the response functions. Already it should be evident that the concept of,HFM conductivity k m 
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must be reexamined when the discussion fs extended'to thermall-y nonuniform cases. The ratio 
B m/ B s can be take~ torepresent the "exactness", of an H~FM' s. thermopile output if changes inthe 
conductiVity ratio km(k sfrom unity are: not taken: into account. . 

Real thermal sensors will have a behavior with characteristics betweenthose prescribing the 
performance of an ideal HFM and temperature probe in both· Figure 2 and Figure 3. Portman (1958) 
has shown that the response functions of real HFM's- can be further bounded- by relatively simple 

. . 

considerations. As will be shoWIi inthe following section,_ these- bounds must depend ona geomet-
ric characteristic of the HFM which Philip (1961)" has. calculated for the special family of cases 
covering ellipsoidal .sensors oriented so as to display a circular cross sectIon to the direction of 
undisturbed. heat· flow. 

THERMAL RESPONSE OF A REAL HFM 

. The response ofa real HFM is known for kmlk s _ = 1, when Bm/Bs . T~/T~ = 1. The 
'upperandlowerextremes that merit discussionaretheresponsesas kiI/ks ~ Oand-kmlks ~ DO. 

In the ~nitial case, we can exemplify the situation by km _ ~ 0 and k s remaining finite, for which 
Bin ~. 0 (hence B~/B s ...,.. 0) but ~~/T ~. ~usi tend tpsome finite value dependent on the geometry 
of the system. Similarly, when kn/k s ~ DO, the case km ~ 00 for f~nite k s is considered; e~early 
T~ ~ 0 (hence T~/T~ ~. 0), BmlBs i10wever must depend on the. geometry of the s~stem. 

The above information can be summarized by writing: 

T' B km 'm m 
1 for 1 .;y.- = - -

B ks s " s 

(5). 

(6) 

T' a B- k 
m 0 and'~ .m 

F k Ik 
~ ~ a as- ~ 00 

-·B ks s m s s 

(7) 

wher'e a and Ii ~refunctions dependent only on the geometry of the system, so that for a give~ HFM 
in infinite surroundings, a and b are both constant.' 

The simplest continuous functional relationship for T:nIT~ that obeys the constraints of eq 6 

and 7 is: -

(8) 

where b = a/(cl - 1)~ Similarly, the Simplest continuous expressio~ fQr Bm/B sis: 

B 
m 

a . k Ik 
m s (9) 
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whereb' =a/(c t ~. 1) from"which it follows that'c t ' '~c2 = O.·'When t'h,e c'oridition ofeq'~ is', 
, applied, it follows that. c = a and the general HFM 'equation's can be written: ' ' 

, , T' 1 'm 

T' 1 + H(km/~s - ~) s 

(10) 

B k /k m IJl S 

H- 1 + H{k lk ~ 1) 
S . m s 

{ll) 

where H = 1/a might be termed thegeometriccharaCferi'sticparameterof an HFM. Equations 10 
and 11, and asymptotes 6 and?, are shown in Figures.2 and 3. 

"It 'has thus beenshowIlthateq 11, which Philip (1961) has sho~ to ,hold exactly for a sphe
roidalHF,M, might reasonably be 'expeCted to hold for more general shapes~ It has aIr-eady :been ' 
pointed out that B m is 'not constant throughout a real HFM, an~ the ,exact spheroidal solution is 
specifically restricted, to the nux of heat across the center plane. In te~ting the g'eneralvalidity 
of eq 10 or l1"care must be ,taken torecognize'tha~ the, flow of ,heat across the Iilain senSing sur-:- ' 
faces of an. HFM may be significantly different from that across the center plane. 

In the evidenee which will be presented later , it will be seen thatprovid'ed B m or' T m 'is 
measured across thec~nter plane of an HFM the support for eq 10 and 11 is good. 

The parameter Hcan only assume values between 0 and l.·The case H = 0 represents the 
. ideal temperature probe and H = 1 represents the ideal HFM. The set of response functions of 
real thermaLsensors is therefore covered by,the range 0 < H < 1. 

Philip (1961) found it convenient to define a dimensionless geometric ratlo for HFM' sgiven by: 

.fA G ---
2h 

(12) 

where A is the cross-sectional area and 2h t,he thickness of an HFM. It is ,evident that the 
parameter:H is partly dependent on G, but because real Hf-M's ma;y be vismllized as suffering from 
"edge effects," H is also clearly dependent on the mean distance of the 'surface sensing elements 

,fromthe edge. This implies that an HFM of circular cross section has a higher yalue of H than one 
of square cross section having an 'identic'al value for G., 

DETERMINATION OF HFM ·RESPONSE 

Non-transient temperature distributions in a region where the temperature T and thermal 
c~nductivity k are both functions of the co~tdinates are .describedbysolution of the 'following 
equation: 

v · \IT + !. (\7T . Vic) k ' o 

within the constraints of an appropriate set of boundary conditions. 

(13) 

IIi its simplest and one-dimen sional form, eq 13 does not cover even the Simplest type of HFM 
Il'oblem. It suffices, for example, to specify the temperatures along the length of a perfectly 

'" 
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insulated, 'N~re of known conductiyity Qistribution if the, ~emp~ratures at the, ends of the wire ,are 
known. " " 

In two-dimensional Cartesian coordinates, eq 13 becomes 

(14) 

Since the concept of an HFM should be restricted to devices that moriitor,heat flow without inter
cepting the entire flow of heat in the surrounding medium, the two-dimensional case is the simplest 
one of interest. Its solution is also representative of that for a cross section of three-dimensional 
heat 'flow when identicaleonditions: extend infinitely far in both directions normal to the cross 
section. For example, two-dimensional analysis:would suffice to provide information on the be
haviorofa long bar typeHFMprovidedtlletwo;.dimensional case represents a cross section,normal 
to the long a,xis of the bar .. If this bar is long en<;mgh, the unknown ,', edg~ effects'-' at tbe ,ends may 
be neglected. 

The general three":dlmensional 'c'ase 'presents greafer difficulty and requires solution of the ". 
following equation: 

-a2T : a2T a2T '~,l aT, ' ak -aT .,ak " ~,~·ak J 0'. (15) +.-- + .+ 
ax 

+ ay' 
. + 

ax 2 ay2 cJz 2 'k' ax ay az at 

It is clear that'in general the two-dimensi~nal case does not describe the three~dimensional cross 
section. Only the special case of cylindrical syrrmietry leads'to a single solution,for aU plane cross 
sections baving the central axis as a comII)on, line of. intersection .. For this special case with a 
uniform angular distribution of values for T and k about a central, z, axi~, eq 13 reduces to: 

(16) . 

,wherer,' a cylindricaicoordinate, reptesents,thedistanc,e from t.he'z axis of symfi1etry: 
; ." ."; . . - . 

On the premise that the response ofan,HFM is known if theqistribution of temperatur~s ,ove,r 
its sensitive surfaces is known, the problem in two and three dimensions involves obtaining the, 
solution for T, given the boundary temperatures of the surroundings and the distribution of the 
values for k, from eq 14 and 15 respectively. 

It is well known that such ~()hitions do not eXisf in general, arid are available only for a 
limitednurpber of special cases. In tl1ree~dimensional form, the. most useful of the~e is that 
presentedby Philip (1.961) for a thermally unifonu.spheroidal HFMorifmted with its circularcross 
section norm~l to the undisturbed 'heat flow in an infinite, also thermally uniform medium~Philip's 
equation is identical to eq 11. ' 

In the present work, both electrical analogue and numerical' methods were chosen to indicate 
basic patterns of HFM perform~nce, accepting thermalconductiv~ties~, HFM geometry and a number 
of types of nonuniform HFM assemblies as variables. 
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ELECTRICAL ANALOGUE INVESTIGATIONS 

Electrically conductive paper offers an attractive medium for observing two-dimensional 
conduction problems both qualitatively and quantitatively. Nickerson and Umu~ (1960) reported 
dissatisfaction with this method because of the experimental uncertaintie's in the conductivity of 
the two-dimensional simulated HFM's constructed. 

9 

In the present work,_ this problem was overcome by restricting the investigation to HFM's 
equipped with highly conductive thin cover plates and highly insulating sidewalls of various 
thicknesses. On the electrically conductive (or perhaps the more,ippropriate term would be 
resistive) paper highly conducti,ve silver paint ,~as applied with small,tubular pens (such as are 
commonly used in precision ink drawing) to prepare accurately posit,ioned simulated cover plates. 
Perfectly insulating areas were produced by cutting out with ~ sharp knife, a method used to 
simulate insulating sidewalls. By these means, the actual flow through the two-dimensional HFM 
was made one-dimensional so that a number of simple methods were available to vary the ratio of 
HFM conductivity to that of the surroundings, i.e. kmlk s' Since the ratio and not the individual 
values of k m and k s is critical, it is unimportant which of the two is varied to produce variation in 
k Ik . In order to generate values of k Ik < 1, known areas'of conducting paper sandwiched by m s m s ,_ ' 
the model HFM cover plates were cut. By progressively increa'sing the cut-out area, the whole 
range 0 S kmlk s S 1 was able to be investigated. 

An initial attempt was made to produce the cases for which kmlk s > 1 by painting in known 
areas of the resi stive paper within and parallel to the HFM boundaries wit,h conducting paint. But 
it became clear ,that the boundary between conducting paint and resi stive pap~r_ is not a simple 
geometric one and the effective resistance of the paper extends for short distances beneath the, 
paint. That is, the resistive and conductive ai'eas couple over a finite area rather than at a distant 
boundary line. This fact leads to a strip of resistive paper whose active width is decreased in 
linear progress~oq by the succe~sive application of fully ?Onducting paint to -form a widening strip 
actually increasing in conductance at a progressively less than linear rate. The simplest valid 
method here would be to introduce a variable resistor to connect the two simulated cover plates. 

An experimental area was defined in each case by selecting a sufficiently large piece of 
conducting paper. Two opposite parallel edges were given a thin strip of conducting paint to 
produce a constant potential along each edge when ,a voltage source was connected across them. 
A test probe consisting of a graphite pencil was electrically coimected throu~h a simple po~entiom
eter network so as to indicate a null reading when a potential was located on the paper. In this 

'way equipotential lines cOuld be draWn to Visualize the simulated he'at flow in the' vicinity of the 
two-dimensional HFM model.·To detennine relative -response only the potential'difference between 
the simulated 'cover plates was required to compare·with the potential gradient in the, undisturbed 
region. The area of the conducting (or resistive) sheet was regarded as being large enough if the 
presence of the simulated HFM caused no significant change in current flow between the two fixed 
potenti al boundaries. 

The results of the first type of investigation are shown in Figure 4. This'is for a set of 
rectangular HFM's equipped with thin, conducting, sensitive surfaces and thin insulating sidewalls. 
The responses ,shown a~ a function of kmlk~ are relative to the case kmlk s = 1 in each instance. 
The presence of walls'and cover surfaces causes the actual response for the cases k Ik = 1 to " m s 
be a little different from unity. While it is evident that the thicker the cover plates the greater the 
,discrepancy would be, later measurements showed that increasing the thickness of the insulating 
sidewalls had even more pronounced effects 'on the response. For either type of variation, it is 
clear that the c<?ncept of HFMconductivity k m requires reexamination. In' this first set of cases, 
k m was regarded as being the conductivity of the' hoinogeneous HFM materiaJ'located within the 
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Figure 4 . .. The results of two-dimensional electrical analQgue measurements are shown 
by experimental points, each.;sequence being for a definite geometric ratio G. The lines 
joining these points· are given by eq 10 and 11 with the values of the geometric para-

meter H chosen to fit. 

confines of the highly conducting and in sulating boundaries.: Ideally, both or: these types of 
boundary should be infinitesimally thin. 

, ' . 
As seen in Figure 4, the results areas expected from the' discussion developed in the section 

on therinal response. For each geometric ratio G, ~hich. in tl:le, tW9-dimensional case is not 'defined 
by eq 12 but as the ratio of the length of'the HFM's .cross . section to its thickness, a distinct value 
of H ,the HFM geometric parameter, was calculated. The curve connecting the experimental points 
for each case is or the form prescribed by eq 10 with a mean value for H calculated to give the best 

. fit. It is clear that there is no ambiguity about fitting' these curves as the experimental agreement 
with eq 10 is excellent and no dependence of Hon the value of kmlk s can be detected .. 

, . 

These cases are simple because the presence of insulatin~ sidewalls means that the flux 
through such HFM's is the ;same for all 'planes in the HFM parallel to the covers. The.re is thus no 
difficulty in determining the appropqate valu~ of T~ or 8 m at the ce~terof th~ HFM, even for small 
values of G, the geometric ratio. '. 

Since the relative thicknesses of both the insulating sidewalls and the conducting covers are 
very. small compared to that of the.sensiti ve pOrtion of the HFM, their presence' does ;not Significantly 
affect the mean value of thethennal conductivity of the .composite body in' the direction of the heat 
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flow. On the other -hand, the effective conductivity in the plane of the HFM is significantly in
creased by a conducting thin cover. Unfortunately no extensive analogue 'comparisons of HFM's 
with and without covers were :made, mainly because representative sampling in the coverless case 
is relatively difficult. It can be argued, however, that the presence of even a thin but highly con
ductive cover causes the HFM response to be shifted toward that of the ideal~ because 'the HFM 
boundary becomes isothermal, leading toa reduced distortion of the undistt)rbed heat flow pattern 
in the vicinity of the HFM. Indeed, as will be seen in a later sec,tion, numerically computed values 
of the parameterH for HFM's witho'ut cOvers were Significantly below those calculated from the 
analogue data for covered HFM's of identical geometric ratio. 

~ALOGUE INVESTIGATION OF WALLED OR "-FOCUSING"HFM'S 

When the thickness ,of the insulating sidewalls is increased in the plane of ari HFM, the -flow 
of heat is -signfficantly modified by the presence of the insulators as well as by the sensitive portion 
of the HFM.Since the latter is often a thermopile or in any ease' a sensor sensitive to a temperature 
difference -across it, the termthermopile will be used as a convenient label, even for the two-
dimensional cases presently under discussion. ' 

Analogue measurements 'show that an insulating wall or edge always -increases the temperature 
response of a thermopile and that this effect increases monotonically with the extent of the 
insulator, being more pronounced for lower val ues of k m' the thermopile conductivity. 

-Figure 5 shows the electrically simulated isotherms and lines of heat flow for a set of cases 
based on one two-dimensional thermopile ,of -geometric ratio equal to 3.6. The simple cases in 
Figures5a and 5b represent uniform HFM's of infinite and zero conductivity. Extensive sidewalls 
are shown in Figure 5c for the high extreme of thermopile conductivity. It is clear that in the latter 
case the flow of heat is actually focused into the thermopile, and accordingly HFM' s which employ 
this phenomenon might well be referred to as being of the focusing type. 

A real point of difficulty arises in deci~ng ontbe nature of the parameters chosen to describe 
the behavior of these instruments which are an 'exainpie of symmetrical nominiformHFM's. The 
insulating wall confers one analytical advantage only, in that all heat flowing through the HFM 
'actually passes through the thermopile alone, thus obviating the analytical difficulty caused by a 
varying flux through different planes as discussed previously. ' 

In the analogue technique adopted, perfectly insulating regions were ,created simply hy cutting 
out the appropriate area of conducting ,paper. Figure'6 shows the results on HFMresponse of 
Increasing the wall thickness which transversely sandwiches a twp-dimensional thermopile whose 
geometric ratio otherwise remains constant at 3.6. Although it is interesting 'to speculate that the 
,addition ,of highly conductive (rather than insulating) walls would decrease (rather than increase) 
the overall response in a simi~armanner, the real advantage maybe recognized in .the uSeful degree, 
as well as contr()l, of response magnification. This thermal amplifi.cat;ion is obtained without any 
physical ,change to the thermopile itself. It implies that for a given value ofkmlks and a single, 
thermopile, within limits, the sensitivity desired can be achieved by suitable choice of the 
Insula.ting wall thickness. " - " . ' 

, -

When the response' is plotted -as a function of -kmlk s' as in ttie si[Jlplecases of uniform HFM's, 
the definition of k m' is chosen to remain as the ~ctual value of the thermopile c()nductivity, since 
the calculation of a mean HFMconductivity incOrporating the depressing effect of the low con
ductivity insulator leads only to confusion .. In Figure 7, the HFMresponse -has been shown'both 
for temperature difference T:nIT~ and for heat flux Bm/B s' Becausethese r.atios are not equal to 
1 when kmlk s = 1 except for an insulating wall of infinitesimal thickness, normalized v3lues are 
shown, which are derived from the relation: ' ~ , 
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Figure 5. Simulate~ isotherms and lines of heat f1o~ are shown by 
analogue measurements for a two-dimensional HFM (uniform except 

: for conducting covers) for the extreme cases of a) infinite and-
b) zero conductivity ratio. In c), the focusing effect of insulating 

edges is clearly seen. 
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(17) 

with a simiiar' expression d'efining ,the normalizedfiux response. 'FU~ure 7 shows normalized. as 
well, as actuai. tempe~ature and nux res~ohses for a given 'thetm?pile eqllipped with three different 

, wall thicknesses" one of which is:zero. 

A most important property of the normalized response fllnctions is that they are seen to be . 
accurately .described, by eq 10 and 11 with appropriate values of the parameter H, which can be 
determined for each case. So closely do the theoretical values agree with the observed points that 
the solid lines are in fact given by eq 10 and 11 with values of H selected to give best fit in the 
mid-range. The apparen~ disagreem,ept which develops in the region kmlks == 0.1 is never greater 
than '5%, and is almost certainly due to thedecre'ased accuracy of the analogue determination since 
extreme v'~ues of k~/k s lead toa change in the total conduction across the experimeIital piane in: 
which theHFM lies. .' . 

Whereas a uniform twoO-dimensional HFM located in infinitely extending surroun~ngs can be 
specified completely by the geometric ratioG and the conductivity ratio kmlk s' even the, simple 
nonunifonn HFM's described above require the additional ratio Rlr, where 2R is the overall transverse 
dimension of the HFM whose thermopile,hasa width 2r. Zero wall thickness therefore implies Rlr 
1. If the insulating wall has an appreciable coilductivity"the HFM r'esponse practically defies a 
general graPhical representation. ' 

'Even in the,present instance. where the insulating wall is specified to have a fixed zero 
conductivity it is Unrealistic'to aiin at complete representatiori covering all possibl's' combinations. 

, Whal i~;r importanfis that the normalized responses have been shown to obey eq 10 and 11 which 
indicates that even in more complex cases of walled HFM's, a single geometric parameter, H, can 
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, Figure 7. Two-dimensional analogue measurements of the responses of edge-insulated (or 
walled) H FM' s. The method of experimental observation results in the points being normalized 
tq ,the, cas~ wh~.r~ km(k s = 1..: Resu1ts~are shown in. thefprm of normalized,tempera~ure c:e-
,sponsel,2;and 3 which are l()r .HF'Mrs for :which theval,ues of ~/r are respectively 1.00,1.65, 
and 5.00. Curves 1, 4 and 5 show the actual ratio between temperature gradients.in the thermo
pile and the surrounding medium. The curves I', 2', 3', 4' and 5' are the corresponding sensi
tivities expre~sed as heat flux raUos. Equation 10 prescribes' curves 1, 2 and 3 whenH 'is 
0.75, 0.82 and 0.88' respectively. The 'location otcurve~ 4 and!; follows ftom the infOrmation 

jiJ'Figure' 6. ," 

be determined by calibration for one known value of kn/ksand the reference case km = ks. In 
the simpler case ,of ~ uniform HFM' the latter case IS trivial and·known. The value ofB 'thus: 
determined then suffices for numerical caiculation of the normalized responses for' any value of 
k '!k' " fromeqlO andl1, with 'an accuracy which appears'tolie within the limits of the present 
m, ~ .. , ' .:, . " ,'", , '-'.: .', ',' " " '''', . ::', . ' ~_. , .,', :',,"',' , 

experImentatIOn." .. , 
., 

, NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF' TWO- AND THREE-DIMENSIONAL .. 
, UNIFo.RM AND EDGE-INSULATED HFM'~ . 

. . 
Numerical q1e~hods,p.rovide ,an.alternative means to analogue studi~s of two.-di!Dension~l HF~' s. 

The chief advantage of numerical c~mputation lies in the capacity to:,sol ye, mOre difficult three-, 
dimensional cases. The analysis was restricted to two~diD.lensional ancl cylindrical cases, for which 
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a representat1ve two-dimensional cross section could be obtained for the:solutiorl~'The method 
chosen was strllPly to replace eq 14 and 16 by finite difference approximations arid to solve these 
new equatiori~' by what was essentially a relaxation method on a DDP-24 computer.' This computer 
limited~the number of elements in the x-z field to about 160,0, 'each for-the,temperature T and conduc
tivities k. This'limited field capacity meant that this", computer was not' wen suited to analyze cases 
where the HFM,had an extreme ge.ometric ratio G. '~n fact the best 'results' were -expected to occur 
for the'region 0,.5 < G < 2. Another effect w~s'to restrjct t~e useful computations to cases for 
which the cond~ctivity ra~it)' kmlk s was not too far removed ,froInnility. Just what constituted "too 
far" in both of these types of restriction was testeg,by solving the numerical approximations to 
eq 14 and 16 twice in each case. 'Each repeat,ed comput"ation invo~ veda finite difference approxima
tion for first: derivatives :approachil1g,from" the op'pos~te' direction. When tlie solutions became 
sensitiv~ to'th~ direction, of app'roxim~tiori'arig ,~ffer~dexcessively;' they were r~jected. This 
explains why the data obtained for the,responses pertaIn only to HFM's for which; approximately. 
0,.25 < G <' 4.0, and D~2 < kmlk s «5~'O.·Although these'limitationsare a little unfortunate, the 
acceptable results nevertheless encompass the most interesting and d~~fiIJ.itive ,reg-ions of HFM be-
.havior. 

" The fir~t set of tw6~ arid thre'e-dimensional HFM's studied had simple rectangular shapes or cross 
sections respectively.' The results for the two-dimensional cases (Fig. 8) are expressed as tempera
ture responses and indicate incomplete agreement with eq 10. Examination of Figure 5 shows that 
when k m < ~:s~theheat flux through the meter is greater at the boundaries intercepting the undis
turbed heat flow tha[l at the center. When k m > ks' the opposite is true. :However, in order to con
form to the conditions set by Philip (1961) for the spheroidal HFM solution, Bm in both two- and 
three-dimensional cases must l?e the heat flux across the center. Since HFM's with thermopiles 
respond to the temp~rature difference ~cross the wtiolesensor, this corresponds :to a dependence on 
the mean heattlux Bm' ' If the heat flux across, ~he' boundary is given by 8 mb, it 'follows that: 

8 mb > 8 m > 8 if k m < k 
: m s 

" 

" 

B' , "~"8' 8 it- k':, k (18) , ,mll, ,m m m, s 
',; 

8 ' 
,mb < 8 m < 8 m if k > ~s • 'm : 

If the, geometri~ parameter H is calcU,lated ~rom eq 11~~i~g value::; 9f 8 m "it, follq~s from eq l~that 
" , ' J" " , ',',,",',,'" , " , .-" 

, '-: (19) 

instead of the equality which holds for the spheroidal case. Examination of the' original numerical' 
data shows th,at if 8 m rather than 8 m is calculated and used as abasis,f()r det,erminingll, d~endence I 

on kmlk s is reduced ,to the extent of being hidden within experimental accuracy~ Althoughthis may 
be theoretically satisfying, it still leaves the geometriC parameter H, as determined by, thermopile ' 
output,'with an uridesirable conductivity depEmdence." " ,', ",' :, ',-" 'f 

Although thi,s eff~ct might pe~xpected to decrease as tl1e geometric ratio G increases, the use 
of edge insUlating walls is suggested in ,ord~r to keep 'the, heat flux through an ':HFM constant. Be-, 
cause a constant valueofHsuccessfully described ,the: an'alogue r~sponses of two-dimensional HFM's ' 
equipped ~veij with extensiye insulating walls, in' Figure 7, the responses of HFM's h'aving, walls of 
low butreafistic r~ther than zero conductivities were also computeci~ c In these numerical experiments. 
the conductivity ()f the edge walls was 'kept" at one-tenth of that of either the thermopile km Of' the ' 
surl'C)Und~gs'ks;depending on which' was least. Since .the numericalfield~as limited in size, ,it, , 
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Figure 8. Numerically c(jmputed~points ~re shown for the responses of a number of 
uniform H FM' s whose geometric ratios G are shown. The curves drawn through these I 

points have been generated by eq 10 with values of H chosen to provide the best fit. 
The points for the case G 12 have been calculated [rom the data of Nickerson 

, 'and Umur (1960);-

,was not possible" to' keep the ratio of wall thickness to thermopile width constantasthe geometric 
ratio was varied. As the results summarized in the next section show, the geometric parameter 
tended to become less dependent on k /k when the insulatingwaUs were kept thin.-With thicker m s . 
walls a Significant fraction of the flux of heat, which varies as the ratio k /k changes, becomes m s 
neglected; It is probable that in. order to secure signific:lnt.<;:onstancy of the parameter II in eq 11 
a.high quality in~u~ating'material must be used in practice. . . ." . . .. ' 

THE 'HFM GEOMETRIC PAIlAMETER AS A FUNC,-ION .OF THE' GEOME,TRIC RATIO 

rhe' geometric parameter H is shown as a function of the geometric ratio'G in Figures 9~ 10 and 
'It. Figtire9 shows the results obtain'ed by anaiogue analysis for HFM's with thin~perfect1y insu
'latingwallsand conducting covers. Each of the three points shown'represents a value of Rcalcu-

, lated from the experimental data shown in Figure 4, for the range 0.25 < k m < 4.0., The nature 
of the curve joining the three points will he discussed shortly. Figure lOa shows the numerically 
determined results for uniform two-dimensional rectangular HFM' s.Although the points show a 
Significant dependence of H on k /k , some of this is caused by computing err()rs inherent in the m s 
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,Figure 9. The geometric parameter H ,as determined for a two-:dimen
sional HFM with conducting covers by analogue analysis, as a function 

of the geometric ratio G. 
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Figure·lI. The geometric'parameter H as a functipn of geometric rati.o G deter
'mined a) lor uniform and b) for edge-insulated three-dimensional cylindrical .. 

. . " . . HFM's.· .. 

use of a small numerical field .. The case of two-dimensional HFM's with insulating edge walls is 
summarized by the data in Figure lOb. The connecting curve drawn is identical to that in Figure 
lOa. The errors introduced by neglecting the flux through the thicker, only finitely insulating walls, 
is clearly seen as G decreases. Otherwise, the change is minimal, mainly because computing errors 
mask the improvement for higher values ofG for which a more marked reduction in the amplitude of 

. H would be expected. :The difference, between the' analogue and 'numerical results is of the right sign 
in view of the different conditions represented. : Those two values calculated from'the iildepEmdently 
computed data of. Nickerson and Umur (1960) and shown as open circles (0) fit into the scheme of 
Figure lOa satisfactorily. : 

The three-dimensional cylindrical cases are similarly summarized by Figures lla and llb, which 
show the results for uniform andedge-ins~lated HFM's ,respectively. : Again the two points shown as 
open circles in Figure lla are values recalculated from data presented by Nickerson and Umur (1960) •. 

. It is seen that H 'is greater for a tW6-dimensional rectangular HFM than for a cylindrical meter of -
identical cross section or even one of identical geoinetric ratio. : This is to be expected becau'se the 
overall proximity of the HFM edge in relation to. the. main body of the sensor is greater in the three
dimensional case. : 

The two~imensional result also holds in the case of a long, right-angled bow-shaped HFM in 
three dimensions. Here the two-dirrensional solution can be regarded as.a typical cross section, 
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since if the b~r j s long enough, ,t~e edge eff~c~s, at (}istant en"df:;contrib1,lte ,.n~gligibly in modifying 
the total' response'. For example', ,a bar-shaped HFM monitoring verticai heat flow and having a 
vertical and."two horizOntal refativedimensions of1, '10 and 100 respectively would have a three- , 
dimensional, g'eoinetric ,ratio of 31.6~ However," for 'a two-dimensional,perpendicular, vertical cross 
section this ratio wbuid bEf'equait010,a fact:emphasizing the, need to discriminate between two
and three-dimensional values'of G,say G2 and G3 • The value of H' =' 0~76,r,ead from Figure 10 
for G2 = ,10, shoutd a.!sohold fc~.r the ~ar,type~FM since the major dimension is long enough for 
end effe9ts to be negligible. 'Usihgthe three-dimensional descriptionfo'~ thesame bar, incaution 
results i~ a value of H = 0.83 being assigned when.no disc,rimination is made with regard to HFM 
shape. ~: ~.' 

It can be argued that this is to be expected since for.: a given" geoine'tric ratio a cylindrical 
thermopile-has its thermojunctions situated further from the edge than a long, thin, rectangular cross 
section. Indeed it is likely that the circular cylindrical HFM provides the greatest value of H which 
can be achi~ved byan'y three-dimens,ional,shape withagive!1' ~alueofG. "For, this reason, Philip's 
(1961) argurrient~ which.-Ieadsto constancy 'of the'geometricparameter'H,"for all regularly shaped 

'HFM's having an equal geometric ratio a, probably l~ads.to serious i~accuracies, even when HFM's 
with circular, and square cro'ss ~ectiorisare compared. Philip's equation for ~uffiCient1y large values 
of G is: 1, ".., ,~, "'"" , , " - ' ' , 

H = 1 
1.70 
cr· (20) 

All of the H,':'G'diagrams in Figures 8, 9 and' 10 'show a smooth' curve, 'indicating a definite 
functional conneciton'~:: The n~ture of these curve's"was deduced from the accurately known rela- " ' 
tionships betwe,en H, and G ,viz: 

H ~ l' as G 

H ~ '0 as G ~ O. ' 

If the latter tendency is replaced'by: 

H '"'~ ,G asG ~ 0." 

then the ba~'-is for 'choosing the ~syfuPtotes b~~omes: 
" , 

log" H;"~ "0 'as log G '~ :00 

, , 

- 109 ,If ~ log G as,log:G-.~ - 00 •. 

On the logarithmic diagr.am, the 'points 'appear to"pe,symmetrically distributedabQut,thedashed line 
shC?wn bisecting the ,angl e between the asymptotes in. each case, so that the -simplest continuou s 
function having these properties isa hyperbola. ~he hyperbolas shown as the· cbnnecting curves in 
the figures can be shown to be given by: 

,(log H)2 - log~· ,iogH' = '(10g'Ho)2 

"wher~' Ho is the' v~ue of H ~h~nG '., l,i.~. ~pgG 
and it' "folloYls, that' .,. 

log H = ~ [log G 
2 

(21) 

,.(22) 



Table I. The geometriC HFM parameter H as a f~ction of the geometric ratio G for a number of values o(H(G a 1), i.e., H 0: 

H~G 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.80 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0. 8.0 

0.37 0.07 0.12 0.17 0.21 0.25 0.28 0.33 0.37 0.49 0.56 0.60 0.62 0.64 0.67 

.38 .07 .13 .18 .22 .25 .28 .34 .38 .51.57 .61 .64 .66, ,.68 

.39 .07 '.13 .18 .22 '.26 .29 .35 .39 .52 .58 .62 .65 .67 '.70 

.40, .07 .13' .18 .23, .27 .30 .36' .40 -.53 .60 .63 .66 .68.71 

.41 .07 .13 .19 .23 .27 .31 .36 .41 .54.61 .65 .67 .69 .72 

.42 .07 .14 .19 .24 .28 .31 .37 .42 .56 .62 .66 .68 .70 .73 

.43 .08, .14 ,'19 .24 ;28 .32 .38 .43 .57 .63 .67 .70 .72 .74 

.44 .08 .14 .20 .25,:29 .33 .39 .44 .58 .65 .68 .71 .73 .75 

.45 .08 .14 .20 .~5 .30' .33 .40 .45 .59 .66 .69 .72 .74' .76 

.46 .08 .15 .21 :26 .30 .34 .41 .46 .60 ;67 .71 .73 .75 .77 

.47 .08 .15 ,.21 .26, .31 .35 .42 .47 .62 .68 .72 .74 .76.78 

.48 

.49 

.50 

.51 

.52 

, .53 

.08.15 .21 .27 .31 .36 .43' .48 .63 ;69 .73 .75 .77 .79 

.08 '.15 .22 .27 .32 .36 .43 .49 .64 ,70 .74 .76 .78 .80 

.08 ,.15 '.22 .28 '.33 .37 .44 .50 .65 .72 .75 ,,77 :79 .81 

.08 .,16 ,.22 .28 ,.33 .38 .45 .51 .66.73 .76 .78 :'80 .82 

.08.16 .23 .~ .34 .38 .46 .52 .67 .74 .78 .80 .81 .83 

.08 ,.16 ,.23 .29'~34 .39 .47 .53' .68 .75 .. 79 .81 .82 .84 

10.00 20.00 80.00 40.00 50.00 60.00, 80.,00 100~00 

0.69 0.74 ,0.76, 0.78 0.79 0.80 0.81, 0.82 
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.88 
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. .91 

.91 

.88' .89 ' '.90' .90 .90, ~.91 .92 ' 

.89 .89 .90' .91 .91 '.92 .92 
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It is seen that eq 22 provides a reasonable interpolation for the data points shown in Figures 8,9 
and 10. The fit for the tess scattered analogue data is particularly good .. 

011 the logarithmic scale shown, some extra~lation is justified and Table I shows values of H 
calculated from eq 22 as a function of G for a number of values of H o. This has been done because 
H 0 varies for different HFM shapes. The valuers of H for high values of G are generally not as high 
as would be expected froinPhilip's (1961) work (eq 20) but until further, more precise computations 
have been made using a larger numerical field, all that can be concluded is that eq 22 is of a more 
satisfactory, form than eq 20 especially' for lower values of G. Furthermore, eq 22 is applicable to 
temperature probes as well and shows the transition of responsi ve properties between the two 
extreme types of thermal sensors. 

THE DETERMINATION OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY BY HFM PAIRS 

Even if the geometric parameter of an HFM has been determined, the relative response remains 
unknown unless the conductivity ratio is known. Because the conductivity of the HFM surroundings 
may change substantially during a period of observation, the conductivity ratio must be found at the 
same time that a heat flow measurement. is made if the heat flux through the surroundings B s is to 
be computed from the measured heat flux through the HFM Bm' 

Conductivity changes of surroundings may qe encountered during the course of a single set of 
observations slIch as when dry soil is wetted by rain, snow compacts or the temperature of sea ice, 
changes. Soil conductivities may lie in the rangeO.8 .x 10-3 to 8 X 10- 3 cal cm- 1 sec- 1 °C- 1 

(de Vries, 1952). ' Within the density and temperature ranges 0.3 to 0.92 g cm- 3 to -60a C respectively 
Weller and Schwerdtfeger (1970) have shown the tl}ermal conductivity of snow and ice to be from 
0.6 x 10-3 to 7.4 X 10- 3 cal cm- 1 sec- 1 ~C-l. The conductivity of sea ice is between 3 x 10- 3 

and 5 x 10- 3 cal cm- 1 sec- 1 °C- 1 (Schwerdtfeger, 1963). The geometric mean of thermal conductivities 
encountered in these typical terrestrial surface .materials is of the order of 2 x 10-3 cal cm- 1 sec~l 

aC': l , which, within a factor of'5±linCludes almost all solid substances' commonly encountered to any 
extent near the earth's surface. : It seems realistic to design anyone set of HFM measurements to 

encompass a conductivity ratio changingby up to a factor of 5 ±Y2, i.e. ':a total span of 5. 

The simplest method of monit.oring these changes appears to be by employing pairs of thermal 
sensors and observing the chang~ in the ratio· of the two normalized flux responses, the latter being 
defined by eq 11. If the conductivity ratio kmlk s is now written as TJ 1 and TJ2-for the two different 
HFM's having geometric parameters H 1 and H 2 respectively, then the relative flux response rat.io 
may be written: 

R 
1 - H 2(1 - TJ2) TJ1 

1 - H 1 (1 - J 1) TJ2 
(23) 

If t.he t.wo HFM's are installed in mut.ually non-disturbing yet sufficiently close and similar locations, 
then the ratio TJ-/TJ2 =. a may be expected tQ re~ainconstant and it is convenient to write TJ1 = TJ 

. and TJ2 . aTJ- so that: ,. 

1 1 

1 -H 1 (1 a 

The sel}sitivity of this ratio to conductivity change is given by:, . 

a H 2 (1 - H 1) ;- H 1 (r - H 2) 

a[1- H 1 (1 - 7])]2 

(24) 

(25) 
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Figure ·1"2. The ratio of the normalized flux responses R for pairs 
of HFM's whose geometric parameters are respectively 0.9 and 0.1, 

. and 0.8 and 0.2. The sensitivity-of R to change in the conductivity 
ratio .,.,is given by dRld.,.,. 

It is evident that the sensitivity is greatest when H 2 is as large and H 1 as small as possible with 
a> 1. . Furthermore, it follows under these conditions, since 0 < H < 1, th(l,t dRld.,.,beeomes 
negligibly dependent on a. : Th'ere is therefore no advantage gained by not having""l = ""2 or . 
a 1, for which: -

and 

.R 
1 - H 2 (1 .,,) 

1 - H 1(1- .,.,) 

dR H2 ...: Hl 

dq . [1 C- H 1 (-1 _ .,.,)]2 

(26) 

(27) 

The above equations represent the result~-obtained with a pairof HFM'·s having equal conductivities 
but different geometric parameters. This conveniently aJ.lo~s tl:Ie use of a given thermopile material 
worked either into two different shapes or with completely different thicknesses of insulating edge 
walls. 

From eq26 and 27 it is seen that . 
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and 

The sensitivity dRI d.,,- is· al ways less than 1 and monotonically tends to zero as." ~ 00. 

Figure 12 shows the response ratioR and its sensitivity to conductivity change dRld." as a 
function of the eonductivi.ty ratio k Ik =." for three different pairs of sensors. It is clear that m s 
the greatest sensitivity is obtained when (H 2 -- Hi) is large, a factor that becomes particularly 
important when." . > 1, a region for which most HFM's would be designed. The almost trivial 
conclusion is that the ideal con~ucti vity sensing pair is the exact HFM and the exact temperature 
probe. 

Allison (1968) has had some success in monitoring conductivity changes in soil by the use of 
HFM pairs. The sensitivity, unfortunately, was impaired by the use of meters whose geometric 
parameters· were not different enough. 

SENSITIVITY OF HFM'S·TO LOCATION' 

There are several possibilities arising in the'location of HFM's which may result in a 
significant alteration in the sensitivity (relative to that when km = ks' i.e. !I = 1) established 
for the ideal 'reference condition of infinitelY"extending surroundings. These ,are most easily 
discussed by considering distances a!ong axial directions, referred to an HFM, where a specified 
degree of perturbation in the temperatures of the surrounding material, is observed. 

When the numerically computed temperature fields are examined, it becomes apparent that 
distances Xn and Zn' measured along X and Z axes having their origin at the HFM centroid, can be 
defined, where n is the positive or negative percentage change in -the undisturbed temperature 
caused by the introduction of the HFM. If the half width and half thickness of the meter (or its cross 
section iIi the three-dimen'sional case) are given by rand h respectiveiy, then convenient dimension
less indications of the HFM's disturbance are defined by the ratios Xn/rand Zn1h. The two- and 
three-dimensional geometric ratios G are given by rlh ,and (y'7T 12)(rlh) respectively. 

For HFM's having a'geometric ratio G > i, numerical analysis showsthat the disturbed 
temperature patterns for both two-dimensional rectangUlar and three~dimensional cylindrical HFM's 
having the same geometric ratio (including two- and three-dimensional geometric ratios) are not 
Significantly different when the axial distances of 10% temperature disturbance, X 10 and Z 10' ~e 
computed. Figure 13 shows XlO/r and Z 10lh as a function of." = k~/k s with a degree of accuracy 
which does not discriminate between the two- and three-dimensional HFM's discussed. Although 
complete symmetry does not appear to exist between the cases." = kmlk s and 11.", the differences 
in the corresponding values of X n and Z n are not large and are covered by the error ba~s shown in 
the, figure. This means that t~e values of X 10' say, shown for." = 4, for example, are also the 
appropriate values for." = IA.--

> For the range 2 < n <' 20, the follOwing very approximate relationship holds: 

Xn Zn 

Xan ,:::::: Zan 
2. 

As an example, the values of X air and Z alh have been shown on a -sep~rate scale in Figure 13. 
From the discussion of HFM properties on p. fj-7, Xn and Zn would be expected to tend to some 
constant value as .", 1/." ~ 00, depending on n and the meter geometry. 
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Figure 13. The axially measured distances X and Zfrom an , . n n 
H FM centro~d, where these coincide with points at which the 
perturbation' caused by the H FM on the~ndisturbed temperature' 
of the surrounding material is n%. The'case where ri' =·1 o has . 
been computed numericaHy for geometric ratios 1.1, 2.0, and 
4.0'with an estimation forG = 8.0 shown. The ~cale for n 

3is an approximation . 

. These values are accurate enough to allow planning for the spacing of pairs or groups of HFM's 
in such arrays so as to ensure minimal interference. 

An important factor influencing HFM sensitivity is the proximity ofa boundary of the surrounding 
material. Most frequently this boundary will be the terrestrial, surface. Referring to Figure 13 it is 
seen, to take an example, that for an HFM having a geometric ratio G = 4 arid a thickness of 0.5 cm, 
i.e. h = 0.25 cm, ifkmlks = 1J= 3, then·Z3/h ;::, 6 and Z5 ;::, 1.5. This implies that'only that 
portion of the temperature field which would be modified less than 3% by the presence of this 
particular H;FM would be cut off if installed with its ,center at a depth of 4 cm below the surface. 
Because only one side of the HFM is affected, the error in the HFM reading calibrated for infinite 
surroundings is certainly less than half of 3%. 

Unfortunately, micrometeorology demands the value of the' conducted nux of heat at the earth's 
surface, rather than a few centimeters below. It is apparent that the error in an HFM calibration 
might now be more serious. Philip (1961) has discussed this case, stressing the need for some 
assumption with regard. to the temperature distribution at the terrestrial surface. In the absence of 
an HFM, the surface temperature may be regarded as isothermal,but with an HFM at or just below 
the surface, it would remain so only if kmlk s = 1J = 1. With heat· flow occurring outwards from 
the ground, surface temperature would be decreased if k m < k s and increased if k m > k s', With 
heat flow originating from an above-ground source, much depends on whether the heating i~ localized, 
such as by absorption of radiation, or continuously distributed as occurs during the presence of a 
strong wind near the ground. With strong ventilation, ground surface temperature differences would 
be diminished. If ground temperatures remain unchanged by any above-ground proc~ss, it can ,be 
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argued that the HFM tends to conduct a flux of heat equal to that of the surroundings, because if 
k < k ,T' increases, and if k > k ,T' decreases when an HFM is installed near the ground m s m m s m ' , 
surface, rather than at depth. 

There are thus ,two extreme cases when an HFM is located at the surface of the ground. Either 
the surface temperature remains uniform, or the heat flux does. The real'situation will li~ some· 
where ihbetween and almost certainly defy precise deSCription. ' 

The constant heat nux extreme is trivial in that Bm ~'B s"andno HFM correction at all is 
involved. The. uniform surface temperature extreme is mor~ interesting.' Because of the isotherm 
which exi sts along th~ horizontal center, line or plane of HFM' sIn infini.te surroundings, a fact 
that can be seen in Figure 5, an HFM in'stalled at the surface 'would have the same temperature 
distributio~ beneath Has one of twicethe thickIles~ located at depth. This is.~equivalent to stating 
that an HFMof geometric nitio G at the'Surface'has.a relative sensitivity lying: between unity and 
that holding for an HFM, with' a geometric ratio of 2G located in. infini tely extendlng surroundings. 

The perhaps surprising conclusion is that the relative sensitivity of anHFM' in an infinite 
medium aCtually lies within the range bounded by the two extremes just described. It follows that 
in the absence of knowledge of conditions above the surface~, it is most reasonable to regard HFM 
sensitivity as being unchanged by the nearby boundary above. Atnight,with less atmospheric 
mixing occurring above the ground surface, the calibration will tendtotheuniform flux condition. 
During the day, witn more turbulent exchange 'Occurring horizontally,. the uniform temperature 
condition will tend to apply. 

EXPERIMENTAL HFM CALmRATION TECHNIQUES 

In the previous sections it has been demonstrated that for precise work, all types of HFM 
should ,be, calibrated as a function of the con~u{!tivity ratio. To do thi~ experimentally is both dif· 
ficult and'time consuming as the response must' be observed fOJ' a representative number of different 
conductivity ratios which can only be achieved by repeating observations with a number of different 
surrounding materials whose conductivity and temperature gradient are known. 

A more economical alternative is to determine the geometric parameter H by a lesser number of 
measurements.' The relative sensitivities shown in Figure ,14 which are based on eq 10 and 11 can 
then be read off for the appropriate value of H. 

Thermally uniform HFM's are the simplest to ~eal with arid an estimate or'the appropriate value 
of H may be obtained for the appropriate value of the g~metric ratio in Table I. Greater preci sion 
would be attaine9by obtaining justonefn~~surement.of thesehsitivity' for km t= ks after the actual 
value of k m h~s been determined. For unifor'm meters the relative response for k m = ks is known 
to be unity and therefore requires no separate determination. 

Two items of equipment were constructed'to'simplify the caliljfation measurements. The first 

consisted Simply of two stirred chambers oJ W~ter controlled at different temperatures with apertures 
cut to permit turbulent contact ,with, the eptires'ensitive area of the thermopile surfaces, as shown 
in Figure 15. With this simple device,' the actual response of an HFM to a given temperature dif
ference across'it could be observed. Flutherm.or,e, the linearity of this response, as well as tempera

ture dependence, were easily determined.·:U. the thickness 'pC ~nlIFM under test is given by 2h, then 
the temperature gradient across the meter is given by 

(28) 

where T a and T b are the temperatures of the stirred enclosures of water. 
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Figure 14. Normalized temperature and flux responses showrias a function ofgeomet
ric parameter and conductivity ratio as calculated from eq 10 and 11. 
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mopile in response to a calculable flux of heat resulting from· a known 
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The second calibrative device was designed to allow a known flux of conducted heat to pass· 
through theHFM .. As pointed out in the first section; if the thermal rionductivity of an.HFM is not 
well known it is difficult to" prepare purely conductive surroundings so as to-ensure an undisturbed 
flow of heat, even through HFM's without edge insulation. Accordingly the' infr~red radiation 
enclosure shown diagrammatically in Figure 16· was constructed. The HFM under test was coated 
with a black paint of known emissivity. The similarly blackened radiating hemispheres were kept' 
at known temperatures by the .stirring of thermostatically controlled water in the surrounding jackets. 
Finally, in order to ensure that all heat' transferred to and from the thermopile surfaces was by 
radiation alone, the volume enciosing the meter under test was evacuated. Referring to' Figure 16 
it is seen that the equilibrium heat balance of the HFM reduces to an equation connecting conducted 
and radiated heat fluxes as follows: 

(29) 

provided that ( is not too much less than 1,- so that multiple reflections can be considered negligible. : 
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The temperatures T l' T 2' T 3 andT4 are easiiy measured and 'f and a, the emissivity of the applied 
paint and the value of the Stefan~~oliimanncoristant ~espectively, are.known. 

The output of an HFM thermopile can~ thus be measur~d f~r a known heat nux Bm,and by 
changing the temperatures of the water jacketslinearity and temperature coefficient can be estab
lished. The temperatures of the HFM thennopilesurfaces, T 2~and T 3' were monitored by small 
thermocouples .carefully solderecj to the aluminum cover plates, a process easily accomplished by 
using a sharp soldering iron beneath a coating ofp~affinwa~. 

It is thus possible to deternline that temperaturegra<llent T mand heat nux 8 m associated with 
an equal thermopile outpuL .:Und.e(th~seeoll~tions, (T a - T b) == . (T3 - T 2) and 

B = k T ' m m m 

and it follows from eq 28 and' 29 that, 

2h fa[f(Ti - r!) + T~ - T~] 

(T 3 '-:::'T2), 

(30) 

(31) 

Equation 31 implies that km could be determined by a single set ofob!:iervations taken in the 
radiation enclosure. In practice, however, since (T 3 - T 2) is usually small, this factor is deter
mined with greater accuracy by observations using greater temperature differences in the tempera
ture gradient equipment described earlier. 

Nonuniform,' including edge-insulated, HFM~s require an additional, that is two, test measure
ments in conductive surroundings for calibration. In one of these, kmshould be different from ks 
as before; in the other, k m should' be equal or close to ks in value.Thi~ additional measurement 
allows the determination or estimation by interpolation of the actual relative responses for k m = 
k and thus, as outlined, onp. 11-13, of the normalized relative responses. : Conductive tests which s "",',,, , , , 
have been described by Schwerdtfeger and Weller (1967) were carried out with ice 'and snow in 
insulated. cylindrical containers wh()se dimensions complied with the requirements discussed in the 
previous section. 

The results Tor the thermopile whose flux responses weresumrnarized in Figure 1 will be taken 
as an example in Table II. 

. , .. 

Table II.' Experl,mentai' determination of, geometriC parameter H, for an HFM., ' 

Temperature gradient se'n~itiv.ity 
Heat flux 'sen'sitivity ,(as radiometer) 

, Thermal conduct'ivHy of thermopile,' k m 

Test surroundings, 

Conductivity of surroundings ,'ks (units as for k m) , 

,Conductivity ratio, kmlks 
Relative flux response observed 

17.5 mV 1°C cni-1 

7.5 mV Im~al cm-2 sec-1 

2~3 mcal cm -1 ° 6-1 sec-1 

Ice 

5.0, 

0.46 ± 0.03 

1!20--

Snow 

2.0 

1.15 ± 0.10 

1.67 

Relative flux response whenkm k s 1.60 

Normalized ~elative flux response 0.75 ± 0.02 , 1.04 ± 0.02 

Geometric parameter, H 0.72 ± 0.06 0.71 ± 0.3 

It is useful to note that this exPerimental technique which allows the determination of the ther
mal conductivity of a thermopile can be used with disk-shaped samples of any material.' 
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. It is important to establish the accuracy-of the determination of H. --If the notation k . Ik =." _ m. s 
and (8 18 )N' = J3is used, then fromeq 11:-

1lI S 

H 1 - .,,113 
1 - ." 

(32) . 

After partial differentiation, it follows that if .~ ." and A 13. are the magnitudes of the uncertainties in 
." and 13 respectively, the uncertainty in H is given approximately by: 

1 
(1 .,,) 

_( 1--"---_~_) . ~.". 
(1 .,,)2 

(33) -

Equation 33 was used to calculatethe uncertainties shown for H in Table II. The closeness of the 
~reement between the two determin.ations is rather fortuitous and for a satisfactory determination of 
H, the conductivity ratio ;,- = kn/k s must be chosen to be as different from unity as. possible. Even 
the more acceptable determination with ice as surroundings for the. HFM ~bar~ly fits these crite~ia . 

. In many circumstalices involving uniformHFM's, in view of the difficulty of establishing the -
geometric parameter with any degree of precision, it may prove preferable simply to consult Table I 
which gi ves theoretically determined values of H as a function of the geometric ratio. The opera~: 
tional description of such an HFM is then completed by a -determination of its cond~ctivity k m by the 

. experimental method discussed earlier. _.-

HFM DESIGN CRITERIA 

The most frequent requirement of an HFM is that its response should change as little as 
possible in a given experimental location even though the conductivity of the surrounding medium 
may be altered~ Rewritingeq 11 with the notation of the previous section: 

f3 == ." 
1 + H (." - 1) 

(33) 

which on differentiation yields: 

1 - H 
(34) 

From the latter equation,it is evident that the requirements demand as small a value for df3ld." as 
possible. This is achieved if the goometric parameter H (and hence the geometric ratio G)- as well 
as the conductivity ratio." are made as large as possible. Such meters have been describ'ed by 
Deacon (1950) and Hatfield and Wilkins (1950). 

In practice, however, experimental locations often deviate far from the thermally ideal conditions 
envisaged in the simple specification above. When the state of the surroundings is not conducive to 
good thermal contact with HFM s:urfaces, Philip (19~1) has shown that. by viewing the t1iermal resist
ance as formed by a thin layer of air, the actual and usually unknoWn modification caused to an HFM's 
effective sensitivity leads to completely unacceptable results which err by up to 55<J~ for the terres
trial range of conductivities cited on p.21. Philip's data show that under these condi tions greater 
error arises in the use of higher conductivity HFM's. It follows, therefore, that the design conductiv
ity of an HFM should lead t.o a value of kmlk s just high enough to ensure a value abOve unity for the 
range of conductivities expected for the surroundings. 
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In granular. surroundings su'~h ,as dry ,soiI;- sand, Md' snow, . poor thermal contact will arise ~from 
the inability of individual grains to fit their faces to theHFM surfaces as extensively as·to 
neighboring grains. Under~such conditions, thermal contacts can be greatly enhanced by the presence 
of a suitably thick film of silicone grease through which the smooth, rigid HFM surfaces can couple 
thermally to the irregular boundaries Of the surroundings. 

In sufficiently moist soils, thermal contact does not constitute a problem but the high cross 
section of3.!l' HFM preventing then~ur3J. diffusion of Water must'be cOnsidered; The simplest action 
is to maintain a high conductive 'cross section but 3J.lowtbe passage of water (and vapor) through 
holes drilled through the HFM. If the mean thennal conductivity of the thennopile material is 
Significantly different from the int~nded surroundings, the HFM. holes WOuld have to be filled with a 
compensating substance during calibration~ . This is one more reason to design for "a conductivity 
ratio not too far removed from unit'y. 

A further difficulty anses in transluCent' media such as ice and ~now. In this situation it is : 
best to paint the thermo'pile surfaces white to mi~imize heatingbYlight absorption, even though the 

: upper nkarby surro~dings ar~ perturbed by increased light and a'volume remains shadedbeiow. 
The: relativei~pOrt~ce 'of tlitsdisturbing' effect is 'reduced when the focusing HFM u~ed by . ' 
Schwerdtfeger and Weller (1967) is used. Thies instniinent, which ,employs a thennopile surrounded 
by a transparent insulator, results ina, sensor:ofincreased conductive cross section while keeping 
the radiative cross section unchanged when compared to the 'original thermopile. 

'Seri()usdifii~uides anse ~enan HFM is required to register tram,ientheat ·flows. Ide~ly, a 
meter for this purpose should be unifonn in all directions and have th'e sa~e ~nductivity an'd heat 
capacity per unit volume as the surrounding material. If the meter is thin enough, a probably satis
factory compromise is to keep the sen,~r h,eat,capa~~ty ,~sJow as pOSSible, aiming for a high thermal 
diffusivity, so that the transmission of temperature waves is not impeded. 

Inevitably, each experitnentalsituation wiil have 'to be assessed aildthechoice of, areiatively 
simple HFM whose sensitivitym location 'can be reliably assessed 'from unambiguousgeomettic and 
conductive data will haveto'bewei'ghed agairista more'complex nonuniform HFMwhosecharacter~: 
istics can only be established with precision by a series of experimental observations. 
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